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 More in this Collection More Events from this Show Previously Broadcast Freak of Nature (2012) Writer, Producer Mary
Gentle's debut is a brutal and terrifying psychological thriller about two scientists, one autistic, the other schizophrenic, who set

out to create a child with perfect physical characteristics - the perfect creation. But the experiment goes horribly wrong, and
we're introduced to a world where genetic engineering has created the ultimate predators. Old Boyfriends (2014) Director A

young hitman is forced to kill his way out of a trap with a psychopathic killer, who is obsessively chasing him for some
mysterious reason. An Out of Control World (2015) A teenage boy is coerced into helping his online friend commit suicide and
face a difficult decision about a video he's made of the experience. In Search of Lost Time (2016) Six friends embark on a road

trip in their 40s, convinced their life is in a rut. They're on the hunt for "lost time" - the one thing in their lives that can't be
measured, quantified or judged - and they decide to use it to build a life they can be proud of. Pride & Joy (2016) With a cast

made up of under-used actors from tv and film, this parable is set in 1940s Britain and follows the story of a group of three
sisters and their relationship with a real-life god. BODY An American comedy about a group of amateur bodybuilders who
compete for the title of Britain's fittest man. At a secret training camp, they must come together to gain fitness and win the

prize. jQuery UI Draggable - Minimal draggable 82157476af
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